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70th VENICE INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL

Maverick Japanese director Sion Sono returns to the Lido 
with the world premiere of WHY DON'T YOU PLAY IN HELL?

Tokyo, Japan – Sion Sono's WHY DON'T YOU PLAY IN HELL? (JIGOKU DE NAZE WARUI) is 
poised to stun and entertain audiences at the 70th edition of the Venice International Film Festival 
(Aug 28 – Sept 7) in the Orizzonti program. 

The film heralds Sono's return to Venice after the great success of HIMIZU at the festival in 2011, 
where it won the Marcello Mastroianni Award for Best New Young Actor and Actress for stars 
Shota Sometani and Fumi Nikaido respectively. 

About the Film
Following an extraordinary, internationally praised run of films including LOVE EXPOSURE (2008), 
COLD FISH (2010), GUILTY OF ROMANCE (2011), HIMIZU (2011) and THE LAND OF HOPE 
(2012), Sono wanted to take a break from overly serious subject matter. He recently made his 
debut as a standup comedian in Tokyo and dusted off a wild action-comedy screenplay he wrote in 
the early years of his career entitled WHY DON'T YOU PLAY IN HELL?

WHY DON'T YOU PLAY IN HELL? is a passionate love letter to film and filmmaking, brilliantly 
fusing pipe dreams of cinematic glory, violent yakuza wars and young romance, all soaked in 
blood, sweat and tears. “Make a damn good movie, even if it's only one!” is the film's rallying cry.

Sono reunites with HIMIZU star Fumi Nikaido, casting her in the role of Muto yakuza clan daughter
Mitsuko. Nikaido transforms into a tough-talking, would-be film star who conveys a mix of
sexiness, tenderness and deadliness that leaves a deep impression. Veteran character actor Jun
Kunimura, known for his action role in John Woo classic HARD BOILED and the OUTRAGE films,
finally takes center stage, as Mitsuko's father. Kunimura has extra presence in Venice with his
voice work in THE WIND RISES and a supporting part in the Japanese remake of UNFORGIVEN.
They are joined by Hiroki Hasegawa as unstoppable film nerd Hirata, Shinichi Tsutsumi as rival
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yakuza boss Ikegami, and Gen Hoshino playing an innocent boy caught up in the chaos. For fans
of Japanese action, martial arts star Tak Sakaguchi comes flying out of retirement to play a key
role in an iconic costume. 

The film will screen in Venice in a special 119-minute director's cut. 

Drafthouse Films has already bought North American rights to WHY DON'T YOU PLAY IN HELL?, 
with hotly anticipated North American and US premieres at Toronto's Midnight Madness and 
Austin's Fantastic Fest next month. Elle Driver is handling world sales. 

Director's Statement
“It was 17 years ago when I wrote the script for this movie. Although the story hasn't changed 
much since then, the world of cinema has made a switch to digital. I decided to weave a requiem 
to 35mm into the fabric of this film.”

Synopsis
When the Kitagawa yakuza clan ambushes the home of rival clan boss Muto (Kunimura), Muto's 
wife singlehandedly massacres their gang. She's imprisoned ten years for her brutality, forfeiting 
the acting career of their 10-year-old daughter Mitsuko, whose ultra-popular toothpaste 
commercial is yanked from the air. Meanwhile, a troupe of young film students led by directing 
nerd Hirata (Hiroki Hasegawa) christen themselves the “Fuck Bombers,” with dreams of future 
cinematic glory. They happen across massacre survivor Ikegami (Shinichi Tsutsumi) and excitedly 
film him as he staggers away covered in blood.

In the ensuing years, Ikegami gradually rebuilds his gang as Muto's wife's release from prison 
approaches. Muto has bought grown-up Mitsuko (Fumi Nikaido) a starring role in a movie to 
resurrect her career and make his wife proud. However, Mitsuko absconds with her boyfriend mid-
shoot, throwing the production into chaos. With only nine days remaining before Mrs. Muto's 
release, Muto and his crew decide to make the movie themselves. Mitsuko returns with a naive 
young man she met by chance while on the run (Gen Hoshino), who pretends to be a director for 
her sake. Through a miraculous twist of fate, the flailing Fuck Bombers finally get their shot at the 
big time as Ikegami and Muto face off in a yakuza battle to end all battles. 

　　　　
Press Screening Schedule
Wednesday August 28th 7:30PM – SALA PASINETTI
Wednesday August 28th 10:00PM – SALA DARSENA

Official Screening Schedule
Thursday August 29th 2:00PM – SALA GRANDE (Premiere, Red Carpet)
Thursday August 29th 5:15PM – PALABIENNALE (Second Screening)

Press Conference
Date & Time: Thursday August 29th 12:00PM
Venue: Press conference room at Palazzo del Casinò (3rd Floor)
In Attendance: Sion Sono, Jun Kunimura, Hiroki Hasegawa, Fumi Nikaido, Megumi Kagurazaka

(*Photo call will follow the press conference)

Director Sion Sono available for interviews, late afternoon August 29th

Cast members available for interviews upon request

Inquiries:
 
Press Attaché for International Media
Eiko Mizuno Gray (Loaded Films Ltd.)
+39-377-168-7943 (Aug 27-30) / +81-90-9829-7501
eikomg@loadedfilms.jp http://www.loadedfilms.jp

Press Attaché for Japanese Media
Tomomi Yoshimura (Yoake Pictures Inc.): +39-377-168-6344 (Aug 27-30)
Miyuki Takamatsu (Free Stone Productions Co., Ltd.): +39-377-168-6287 (Aug. 27-31) / +81-90-9102-8671
miyuki.takamatsu@freestone.jp http://freestone.main.jp

World Sales
Elle Driver
+33-1-56-43-48-70 (fax +33-1-45-61-46-08)
sales@elledriver.eu http://www.elledriver.fr


